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The wider C4 Comedy brief is simple: We want sitcoms that reflect the UK back at itself.

Broad, clever, returnable shows, full of memorable characters that help us feel connected to each other. Think

about what we make and how that makes us distinctive. Writer performers have a long and successful legacy

with us (Catastrophe, Stath Lets Flats, Chewing Gum, This Way Up, Maxxx, Feel Good) but writer led projects

that celebrate a specific take on the universal are also a big win for us. (Derry Girls, Friday Night Dinner) The

sweet spot for C4 comedy? Surprising, truly original, moreish and bloody funny!

Going forward we will be commissioning with All4 front and centre, this means that we will be thinking less

about the overnights and more about the long term performance on the platform – great for comedy.

How this changes the brief will evolve and we’ll share data to help you when we can – but thinking about how to

maximise the idea is key, especially for young, digitally native audiences. We are focused on delivering iconic

comedy that delivers where, when and how they want to watch.
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SHOPPING LIST:

An evergreen on the wish list is new Family Sit-Coms. Derry Girls and Friday Night Dinner are two of our

biggest shows – instantly recognisable characters, high gag count, multi-generational and covering

universal themes of family and relationships. So we’re especially keen to hear ideas in this territory from

writers new and established, reflecting the types of families we haven’t seen celebrated here before.

Gang Shows – another perennial, they share lots of characteristics with a family show, but the collection of

comedy characters are drawn together in different ways. We Are Lady Parts, Stath Lets Flats, Dead Pixels are

all great recent examples. All bold, singular and distinctive and leading with jokes over big narrative, although

the best shows in this vein can tell terrific big hearted stories too.

And Youngs – shows for and featuring properly young characters (think 16-24 max) we are arms wide open for.

What does it feel like to be young now? Authorship and authenticity as well as bold big jokes that speak

directly to that audience feels key.
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DNA OF A C4

COMEDY HIT
• Designed To Return

• Brilliant bold authorship

• Driven by talent 

• Instant comedy characters

• High gag rate

• Distinctive quotable dialogue

• Appeals to young audiences

• Legacy and All 4 focused

• Reflects people back at themselves
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WHAT WE DON’T 

WANT
• Anything similar to shows we are 

already backing. Look at what we are 

making and have coming up here

• Anything firmly pre-watershed.

• Comedy- Drama (unless writer-

performer led. Eg This Way Up/ Feel 

Good.)

• Sketch.

• Animation.  

• Limited run ideas –we want scale

• Nothing too broad or gentle - we 

need an original  noisy angle.

• Shows set outside UK – but we love 

and welcome characters from all 

over!

https://www.channel4.com/press
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COMEDY 

BLAPS 
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What is a 
BLAP? 

In short, it’s a stupid name for a slice of new comedy heaven, where we back the best 
up and coming talent – on and off screen - with a bigger investment to create original, 
innovative and brilliant new scripted comedy, ideas that launch BIG characters that 
have you wanting more, ideas that have the potential to join the C4 comedy family and 
add to our rich legacy. 

With a proven track record of turning into award winning series they are where C4 
comedy back the producers, directors and writing and performing comedy stars of the 
future.  

Alumni include: Triple BAFTA winning, Stath Let’s Flats, Chewing Gum, Maxxx, Lee & 
Dean, Game Face, Dead Pixels, Home and We Are Lady Parts.
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• But we are always on the look out for ideas that 
have the potential to be a great contenders 
here. 

• At the heart of a great Blap is often a BIG 
character that can hold story - that is ALWAYS 
appealing to us.  ( Look no further than the 
legacy of Blaps commissioned to series.)

• Writer-Performers & Writer-Directors do really 
well for us and we’d always suggest this as a 
great route for a first break. 

• In partnership with innovative producers, 
writers and writer-performers have proven to 
be the BLAPS sweet-spot that we want to 
capitalise on. 

• Beyond that, there is no tight brief, authorship 
is key to originality for us, we’ve commissioned 
sketch, characters, family sit-coms, authored 
stories, gang shows and prank in the past here. 

• We are especially open to ideas that put 
inclusion and diversity at the heart of the pitch 
and those that showcase characters and 
precincts from the Nations & Regions. 

**SUBMISSIONS FOR BLAPS 2022 WILL 

OPEN IN THE NEW YEAR – WATCH THIS 

SPACE FOR AN UPDATED BRIEF


